17th AIU Festival Day 1 (October 10th)
Name

Time

Platform

Details

Opening Ceremony 10:00-10:30

Greetings from the President, Student Body and Executive
Committee president, and a total of more than 50 performers who
want to bring energy to Japan and the world through singing!!

You Are the Scholar!

10:45-12:00

Lecture on gender studies will be held by AIU
professors! *Advance application required

No distance! Comedy show
~For the AIU Festival~

12:00-13:00

Two popular Japanese commedians, Yonsen-Toshin
and Churanpetto are participating!

Quiz via Video from Trivia
Bowl of SNS Event

12:00-18:00

Solve all of the quizzes posted on SNS! Those who answer all
the questions correctly will receive 2000 yen Amazon Gift Card
on first-come first-served.

Prize Winning Riddle Bowl

13:15-14:15

Questions after questions after questions... Answer
them all and receive an amazon gift card!

14:00-15:30

Using ZOOM, AIU students will directly answer various questions asked
by high school students!
*Those who have applied in advance will be prioritized

15:45-16:45

We will hold a ZOOM exchange meeting where V-ACT
members can easily discuss V-ACT activities and AIU with
people inside and outside the university!

Komachi Lobby in the world

16:45-17:45

Let's enjoy online conversation freely with a small
number of international students and experience the
international side of AIU!

Let’s go to the Great Utopia
~Our battle has just begun~

18:00-18:45

We will deliver a project that is a bit different from
the previous years! Which team will win!?

No rain no rainbow

18:45-20:05

The EAP project is an 80-minute blockbuster that
connects videos from each EAP class!

Guidance for people preparing
for entrance exam!!

V-ACT AIU FES MEETUP

＊AIU Students Only

*Project names with a star next to it will be archived on YouTube after the AIU festival. We hope that you will enjoy them as well!
*The links to each project will be accessible from the AIU Home Page.

Language

｜Subtitles

